
Federal Circuit En Banc Cases - Since 1995

1995

April: Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d 967.
Re: Claim construction.

• Vote: 8-2-1.
• Opinion by: Chief Judge Archer.
• Other Opinions: Mayer (concur), Rader (concur), Newman (dissent).
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC ED Pa. (Katz). Non-inffingement.
o Panel: None. Directly en banc from DC.

• Issue: Is claim construction a question of law or fact?
• CAFC held that: (1) construction of patent claims, which define scope of 

patentee's rights under patent, is matter of law exclusively for court; (2) patent 
specification and prosecution history established that term "inventory" in patent 
meant "articles of clothing," rather than cash or inventory receipts; and (3) 
requiring court, rather than jury, to construe and determine scope of patent claims 
did not violate Seventh Amendment right to jury trial.

• Correctly reasoning that claim construction is a matter of law for the court, the 
district court properly rejected the jury's verdict and granted JMOL. Upon our de 
novo review of the court's construction of the claim language. Affirm district 
court's judgment of non-infringement as a matter of law.

[Sup. Ct: (December 1996): Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 517 U.S. 370.]
• Opinion by: Justice Souter.
• Judgment: Affirmed.

June: Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co., 56 F.3d 1538.
Re: Lost profits in patent infringement.

• Vote:
o Al: 8-4.
o All: 6-4-2.
o AM: 10-2.
o AIV: 6-2-4.
o B: 8-4.

• Opinion by: Judge Lourie.
• Other Opinions:

o Nies - Dissent parts Al and AIV (Archer, Smith, Mayer joined), 
o Newman - Concur part AIV; Dissent parts All and AIII (Rader joined).

• En Banc Judgment: Affd in part, Vacated in part, and remanded.
• Procedural Posture:



o DC: USDC ED Wis. (Reynolds). Infringement and awarded lost profits, 
o Panel: None. Directly en banc from DC.

• Issue: Is plaintiff entitled to lost profit damages under 35 USC § 284 for lost sales 
because devices were in direct competition with infringing devices?

• Fed Cir heard en banc: held that: (1) as matter of first impression, patent holder 
was entitled to lost profits related to invention which was not subject of patent but 
which competed with infringing product; (2) patent holder was not entitled to 
damages in connection with alleged lost sales of dock levelers that were sold with 
restraints; (3) independent sales organizations (ISO) had no standing to pursue 
infringement claim; and (4) royalty rate established by district court was not 
unreasonable. Affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded.

• Fed Cir reasoning:
o The statute thus mandates that a claimant receive damages "adequate" to 

compensate for infringement. Section 284 further instructs that a damage 
award shall be "in no event less than a reasonable royalty"; the purpose of 
this alternative is not to direct the form of compensation, but to set a floor 
below which damage awards may not fall. Thus, the language of the 
statute is expansive rather than limiting.

o The Supreme Court spoke to the question of patent damages in General 
Motors, stating that, in enacting § 284, Congress sought to "ensure that the 
patent owner would in fact receive full compensation for 'any damages' 
[the patentee] suffered as a result of the infringement." Thus, while the 
statutory text states tersely that the patentee receive "adequate" damages, 
the Supreme Court has interpreted this to mean that "adequate" damages 
should approximate those damages that will fully compensate the patentee 
for infringement.

August: Winstar Corp. v. US, 64 F.3d 1531.
Re: Breach of government contract.

• Vote: 9-2.
• Opinion by: Chief Judge Archer.
• Other Opinions: Dissenting opinions filed by Nies and Lourie.
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: CFC (consolidated 3 cases).
o Interlocutory Appeal Panel (Aug ’92): Archer, Bennett, Lourie*.

o Interlocutory Appeal Panel Judgment: unpublished. (1) Yes 
constituted breach; (2) Not covered by sovereign acts doctrine.

o Appeal to Panel (Aug '93): Chief Judge Nies*, Rich, Newman (dissent), 
o Appeal Judgment: Reversed. Not breach. Covered by Sovereign Acts 

Doctrine.
• Facts: An implied-in-fact K existed between the government and Winstar. As a 

result of FIRREA, many thrifts that were previously in full compliance failed to 
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satisfy the new standards. The Ps filed this suit alleging that under FIRREA the 
preclusion or limited availability to them of supervisory goodwill for satisfying 
regulatory capital constituted a breach of K, or, in the alternative, a taking of their 
K rights without compensation. The government was contractually obligated to 
recognize supervisory goodwill generated by the mergers as an intangible capital 
asset for purposes of their compliance with minimum regulatory capital standards. 
The government defended on grounds that there were not contractual rights and 
that any alleged agreements were subject to statutory and regulatory changes.

• Issues:
(1) Whether savings and loan institutions had binding contracts with US 
guaranteeing a specific form of regulatory treatment notwithstanding the later 
passage of FIRREA. (2) Does FIRREA implicate the Sovereign Act Doctrine?

• The Fed Cir held: (1) US breached Ks by enacting FIRREA; (2) federal agency's 
K with financial institutions did not restrict the government's power to legislate in 
violation of unmistakability doctrine; and (3) provision of FIRREA which 
eliminated financial institutions' special accounting treatment was not public and 
general act of sovereign which would have excused the government's performance 
of K with financial institutions under sovereign acts doctrine.

[Supreme Court Decision (July 1996): US v. Winstar Corp., 518 U.S. 839.]
• Opinion by: Justice Souter.
• Other Opinions:

o Breyer - concurrence.
o Scalia - concur in judgment (joined by Kennedy and Thomas).
o Rehnquist - dissent (joined by Ginsburg).

• Judgment: Affirmed and remanded for determination of proper damages.
• Note: After remand, this case came up to CAFC and was denied cert by Supreme 

Court on statute of limitation/claim accrual grounds.

June: Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner-Jenkinson Co., 62 F.3d 1512. 
Re: DOE/PHE.

• Opinion by: Per Curium.
• Other Opinions:

o Newman - concurrence (joined by Archer, Rich, Lourie).
o Lourie - dissent (jointed by Rich and Plager).
o Nies - dissent (joined by Archer).

• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed judgment for patentee. (DOE infringement).
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC SD Ohio (Weber). DOE infringement.
o Panel: Mayer, Rader, Cowen. (Per Curium opinion). Remanded on 

validity.
• Issue: Did D’s method of purifying dye infringe P’s patent under DOE?
• The Federal Circuit held:
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• DOE requires proof of insubstantial differences.
• DOE is an issue of fact for the jury, to be decided by the judge in a bench trial.
• Trial judge does not have discretion whether to apply DOE when record 

shows no literal infringement.
• Competitor in this case infringed under DOE.

[Sup Ct.: (March 1997): Warner-Jenkinson, v. Hilton Davis Chemical, 520 U.S. 17.]
• Opinion By: Justice Thomas.
• Other Opinions: Concurrence by Justice Ginsburg (joined by Kennedy).
• Judgment: Reversed and remanded regarding PHE and DOE.
• Facts: Claim was amended and 6.0 limitation was placed on purification process; 

prosecution history does not reveal why the limitation was put in place. Supreme 
Court created presumption that when a claim is amended, and it is not shown 
why, it is presumed that the amendment was for patentability reasons. Therefore, 
PHE would bar the DOE as to that element of the claim. This presumption, 
however, is not absolute and may be rebutted by the patentee providing a reason 
for the amendment other than patentability; the court then decides whether the 
reason is sufficient to overcome PHE as a bar to DOE.

• Issue: Does PHE apply whenever a claim is amended, regardless of the reasons 
for change?

• Supreme Court held:
o DOE is not inconsistent with patent laws.
o PHE does not apply whenever a claim is amended, regardless of the 

reasons for change.
o Remand to determine the reasons for amendment. (Are those reasons 

sufficient to avoid PHE, and allow finding of DOE infringement?)

1996

November: Preseaultv. US, 100 F.3d 1525.
Re: 5th Amendment taking.

• Vote: 4-2-3.
• Opinion by: Judge Plager.
• Other Opinions:

o Rader - concurrence (joined by Lourie).
o Clevenger - dissent (joined by Michel and Schall).

• En Banc Judgment: Reversed and Remanded.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: CFC (Nettesheim). No compensable property interests reverted, 
o Panel: Michel*, Rader (dissent), Schall.
o Panel Judgment: Affirmed.

• Facts: People brought 5th Amendment takings action against US for not 
compensating them for conversion of a long unused railroad right-of-way to a 
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hiking and biking trail (under Rails-to-Trails Act). CFC found in favor of 
government and dismissed the action. Plaintiffs appealed to Fed Cir, where a 
three-judge panel affirmed. The Fed Cir then vacated and heard the case en banc.

• Issue: Did the federal governing engaged in taking by approving state's lease of 
former railroad easement to city for conversion to trail?

• Fed Cir (en banc) held: (1) under Vermont law, original transfers of interests in 
land to railroad created only easements in railroad, not fee simple estates (and 
upon abandonment there is a reversion to the original owner); (2) owners' interest 
was defined by original grant, as interpreted under state law, and not by 
intervening federal law relating to railroads; (3) scope of easements granted for 
maintenance and operation of railroad did not encompass use of easements for 
public recreational trails; (4) easements were abandoned at time railroad tracks 
were removed; and (5) federal government engaged in taking of owners' property 
by approving state's lease of former railroad easement to city for conversion to 
trail. Accordingly, they reversed and remanded to determine just compensation 
for the property holders.

1997

June: Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner-Jenkinson, 114F.3d 1161 (on remand). 
Re: Claim amendments and PHE.

• Opinion by: Per Curium.
• Issue: What were the reasons for amending the claims? (Does PHE apply?)
• On remand, Fed Cir held: (1) remand to district court was required to determine 

reasons for amending patent claim during prosecution, for purpose of deciding 
whether assertion of claim under doctrine of equivalents was barred by 
prosecution history estoppel; (2) if patentee's assertion of doctrine of equivalents 
was not barred by prosecution history estoppel, patent was infringed under that 
doctrine; and (3) patentee would not be estopped from augmenting record to show 
reason for claim amendment on grounds of alleged admissions.

• Accordingly, remand this case to see if P can rebut presumption. Assuming PHE 
does not bar the DOE, hold that 5.0 is equivalent to 6.0 in the context of the 
claimed process.

1998

March: Cybor Corp. v. FAS Tech., Inc., 138 F.3d 1448. 
Re: Claim construction.

• Vote: 9-3-0
• Opinion by: Chief Judge Archer.
• Other Opinions:

o Mayer - concurrence (joined by Newman and Rader).
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o Newman - additional views (joined by Mayer).
o Plager - concurrence.
o Bryson - concurrence.
o Rader - dissent-in-part.

• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed. Supports Markman conclusion.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC ND Ca (Judge?). Infringement.
o District Court concluded that Cybor pump infringed FAS pump. Cybor 

appealed. Panel heard case. Before panel issued opinion, this court sua 
sponte ordered the case to be heard en banc.

• Issue: What is the standard of review for claim construction?
• The Federal Circuit held: (1) patent claim construction was purely matter law and 

was thus subject to de novo review by Court of Appeals, abrogating Fromson, 
Eastman Kodak, Wiener, and Metaullics', (2) prosecution history did not preclude 
patent owner from asserting that device with external reservoir infringed means-
plus-function limitation for second pumping means; (3) limitation requiring that 
fluid flow "to" second pumping means did not preclude fluid from passing 
through intervening components and was thus literally infringed; (4) additional 
claims were infringed under doctrine of equivalents; (5) patent owner was not 
entitled to attorney fees or enhanced damages; and (6) method of calculating 
damages was not abuse of discretion.

• By affirming the judgment, this court supported Supreme Court's decision that 
claim construction is a matter of law, subject to de novo review on appeal.

May: In re Zurko, 142 F.3d 1447.
Re: PTO standard of review.

• Vote: 12-0.
• Opinion by: Judge Mayer.
• Other Opinions: None.
• En Banc Judgment: APA standard of review applies, not clearly erroneous.
• Procedural Posture:

o Board of Patent Appeals and Inferences.
o Panel: Chief Judge Archer*, Newman, Michel.

o Panel Judgment: Reversed. The obviousness finding was based on 
clearly erroneous findings of fact.

• Issue: Should this court review Patent and Trademark Office fact-findings under 
the Administrative Procedure Act standard of review instead of the presently 
applied 'clearly erroneous' standard?

• Federal Circuit held that factual findings of Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) 
are to be reviewed under clearly erroneous standard, rather than either substantial 
evidence standard or arbitrary and capricious standard set forth in Administrative 
Procedure Act.
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• Reasoning: Look to historical context. Previous bills and substantial 
congressional testimony exempted, explicitly, the Patent Office from the APA's 
generally uniform standards of review.

[Supreme Court Decision (June 1999): Dickinson v. Zurko, 527 U.S. 150.]
• Opinion by: Justice Breyer.
• Other Opinions: Dissent by Justice Rehnquist (joined by Kennedy and Ginsburg).
• Judgment: Reversed Fed Cir (en banc).
• Holding: APA standards governing judicial review of findings of fact made by 

federal administrative agencies applies when Federal Circuit reviews PTO fact 
findings.

[Federal Circuit on Remand (August 2001): In re Zurko, 258 F.3d 1379.]
• Panel: Archer*, Michel, Newman.
• Judgment: Reversed. No substantial evidence to support fact finding leading to 

obviousness conclusion.
• Holding: The Board's reliance on alternative references was unwarranted and their 

reliance on basic knowledge and common sense, when it was not offered as 
evidence in the record, was unwarranted.

November: Bailey v. West, 160 F.3d 1360.
Re: Veterans appeals and equitable tolling.

• Vote: 6-1-4.
• Opinion by: Chief Judge Mayer.
• Other Opinions:

o Michel - concurrence.
o Bryson - dissent (joined by Lourie, Rader, and Schall).

• En Banc Judgment: Reversed and remanded.
• Procedural Posture:

o US Court of Veterans Appeals (Kramer). Followed precedent and 
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction - untimeliness.

o Panel: None.
• Facts: Bailey's circumstances were such that he was misled by the Veterans 

Benefits Officer into believing that she would file his appeal; he was very diligent 
and relied in good faith on "what Congress clearly intended to be a paternalistic 
means of addressing veterans' claims."

• Issue: Is the Doctrine of Equitable Tolling available to appeals from BVA to 
Court of Veterans Appeals?

• Fed Cir held that time limit for appealing BVA's decision to Court of Veterans 
Appeals was subject to doctrine of equitable tolling, overruling Cummings. 
Reversed and remanded.

• Reasoning: There is no good reason to believe Congress did not want equitable 
tolling to apply to the limitations period in § 7266. None of the post-Trwzri cases 
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(re: equitable tolling does not apply) are present in this case. The limitations 
period is not generous - especially given the status of the type of claimant. 
Conclude that statutes specifying the time for review are within the rebuttable 
presumption in favor of equitable tolling for another reason.

1999

March: American Telephone & Telegraph Co. v. United States, 177 F.3d 1368. 
Re: Government contract - failure to comply with statutory requirements.

• Vote: 5-3-1.
• Opinion by: Judge Newman.
• Other Opinions:

o Rader - concurrence (joined by Chief Judge Mayer and Judge Lourie).
o Plager - concur-in-part, dissent-in-part.

• En Banc Judgment: Questions answered and case remanded. Vacate panel.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: CFC (Wiese).
o Panel: Newman, Plager*, Rader.

o Panel Judgment: Affirmed-in-part, reversed-in-part, remand.
• Facts: Contractor (to make system to detect ultra-quiet Soviet submarines) sued 

government under Contracts Dispute Act for failure to comply with § 8118 of the 
Defense Appropriations Act (by making a fixed price K for R&D as part of the 
"Total Package Procurement" concept without risk assessment), making the 
contract void ab initio. The CFC found in favor on contractor and granted AT&T 
quantum merit relief, but certified some questions to the Fed. Cir.

• Issues on interlocutory appeal: (1) whether a contract executed in violation of 
statutory restrictions on the obligation and expenditure of appropriated funds may 
be declared void from the start at the instance of the performing contractor, and, if 
so, (2) whether compensation for benefits conferred upon the Government 
(pursuant to the voided contract) can be predicated on an implied-in-fact contract 
with the amount of recovery to be determined pursuant to unjust enrichment 
principles.

• Fed Cir en banc held (1) Navy contracts for development of ship-towed, undersea 
surveillance system was for "major system or subsystem," for purposes of statute 
prohibiting Department of Defense from entering into fixed price contracts for 
development of major system or subsystem exceeding $10 million unless certain 
conditions were met, and (2) Department's failure to comply with statute's 
requirements did not render contract void ab initio. Remanded to CFC.

• Reasoning: Not void ab initio because DoD administration and Congressional 
response thereto did not show intent to have fully performed contracts terminated 
because of flawed compliance. Furthermore, precedent shows that termination of 
K is not preferred after K has already been fully performed.
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May: Midwest Industries, Inc. v. Karavan Trailers, Inc., 175 F.3d 1356. 
Re: Choice of law.

• En Banc Vote: 12-0.
• Opinion by: Judge Bryson.
This decision was split. Part I was heard by the panel. Part II was heard en banc.
• Other En Banc Opinions: None.
• En Banc Judgment: Reverse and Remand.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: DC Iowa.
o Panel: Schall, Smith, Bryson.

• Issue: Does Court apply own law or state law to determine if patent claim 
preempts state law causes of action or conflicts with federal law causes of action?

• Fed Cir en banc holding: 
o Court applies own law (overrules Cable Elec. Products, Interpart, and

Hunter Douglas).
o Fact that curved winch post was claimed in patent does not preclude 

finding that post was entitled to trade dress protection under Iowa law or 
Lanham Act. Reversed and remanded. (Vornadol 10th Cir held otherwise,
reasoning that trade dress protection would prevent people from practicing 
the invention once the patent expired.)

• Reasoning: In order to fulfill our obligation of promoting uniformity in the field 
of patent law, it is equally important to apply our construction of patent law to the 
questions whether and to what extent patent law preempts or conflicts with other 
causes of action. Otherwise, we will be forced into the awkward posture of 
holding that, with respect to cases coming to us from district courts in some 
circuits, patent law forecloses certain other causes of action, but with respect to 
cases coming to us from district courts in other circuits, it does not. We hold that 
our responsibility to decide what patent law permits and prohibits requires that we 
apply our own law to such cases.

• Patent and trade dress protect different things. Just b/c something is expressed in 
claim of patent does not mean it is functional. Case law supports that these areas 
are distinguishable and protection in one does not preclude or necessitate 
protection in another (exception: 10th Circuit/ Vornado).

2000

February: Hatter v. US, 203 F.3d 795.
Re: Withholding of taxes/Compensation Clause violation.

• Vote: 11-0.
• Opinion By: Judge Plager.
• Other Opinions: None.
• En Banc Judgment: Reinstate and supercede previous opinion.
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• Panel: Plager, Archer, Rader (opinion-writers changed).
• Procedural Posture:

o 11-90: CFC (Turner) - Granted MTD, holding that claims for tax refunds 
must be brought before IRS. CFC lacks jurisdiction.

o 1-92: CAFC (Rader) - Jurisdiction of the CFC exists under the Tucker 
Act. Reversed and remanded.

o 6-94: CFC (Turner) - Judges serve pursuant to appointment, not contract. 
No jurisdiction.

o 8-95: CAFC (Rader) - Withholding taxes from salaries before the taxes 
are imposed is a violation of the compensation clause.

o 10-96: Supreme Court - Affirm and remand without quorum. (Most 
Justices did not want to hear the case until next term.)

o 6-97: CFC (Turner)-Taxes cured by subsequent salary raise. Those with 
diminished salaries are entitled to the amount diminished.

o 8-99: CAFC (Plager) - (1) Judges are entitled to damages; (2) Claims 
arose when statute establishing the unconstitutional imposition of taxes 
took effect. Reversed and remanded.

o 2-00: CAFC (en banc) (Plager) - Reversed and remanded. Reinstated 
and superceded decision of panel.

o 5-01: Supreme Court (Breyer) - Affirmed-in-part (regarding social 
security taxes); Reversed-in-part (concerning medicare taxes).

• Issue: Does the continuing claim doctrine apply to the judges' damages claim/are 
they entitled to damages for the withholding of taxes from their salaries?

• Holding: Yes, the Judges are entitled to damages.
• Reasoning: The original opinion did not give sufficient weight the precedents of 

predecessor court, Court of Claims, in the 1969 "seminal opinion" Friedman v. 
United States - Judge Davis wrote for a unanimous court, "citing policies and 
precedents at length, citing over a hundred cases that had been reviewed".. .and 
identified two basic categories of cases: (1) cases where the repeated govt action 
(or failure to act) resulted in repeated causes of action (where the court had in 
mind pay cases, where the claimant received or sought special statutory 
increments or allowances and no administrative agency was set up to decide the 
claim; in these cases, the cause of action accrues as soon as the payor fails or 
refuses to pay what the law or contract requires); and (2) cases where the cause of 
action does not accrue until after a determination entrusted by Congress to an 
administrative official. The touchstone between the two categories = "continuing 
claims" have no independent administrative determination whereas the others are 
dependent on prior administrative evaluation. This case "falls comfortably" on 
the side of the line governed by the continuing claims doctrine.

August: Raney v. Fed. Bureau of Prisons, 222 F.3d 927. 
Re: Fees for union attorneys.

• Vote: 7-5 (concur-in-part, dissent-in-part).
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• Opinion by: Judge Gajarsa.
• Other Opinions: Rader - concur-in-part, dissent-in-part (joined by Mayer, 

Newman, Archer, and Lourie).
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed-in-part; vacated and remanded-in-part.
• Procedural Posture:

o Arbitrator ordered reinstatement of federal employee, but denied him 
market-rate attorneys fees and overtime pay.

o Panel: None.
• Issue: Are litigants who employ union staff counsel barred from receiving market-

rate attorney fees when such fees are deposited into a separate fund controlled 
exclusively by lawyers and the fund is used solely to support litigation on behalf 
of employees' rights?

• Fed Cir held: (1) "reasonable attorney fees" that may be awarded to prevailing 
federal employee under Back Pay Act means prevailing market-rate attorney fees, 
and (2) ethical considerations did not bar award of market-rate fees for work by 
union attorneys when such fees were deposited into separate fund controlled 
exclusively by lawyers and fund was used solely to support litigation on behalf of 
employees' rights; abrogating Devine v. National Treasury Employees Union and 
Goodrich v. Dept, of the Navy, but (3) evidence supported arbitrator's decision to 
deny employee's request for overtime pay as part of his overall relief.

November: Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 234 F.3d 558. 
Re: PHE rebuttable presumption.

• Vote: 8-4 (?)
o III A: 11-1.
o III B: 11-1.
o III C: 8-4.
o III D: 11-1-0.
o III E: 9-1-2.

• Opinion by: Schall.
• Other Opinions:

o Plager - concurrence.
o Lourie - concurrence.
o Michel - concur-in-part, dissent-in-part (joined by Rader).
o Rader - concur-in-part, dissent-in-part (joined by Michel and Linn).
o Linn - concur-in-part, dissent-in-part (joined by Rader).
o Newman - concur-in-part, dissent-in-part.

• En Banc Judgment: Reversed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC Mass. (Saris).
o Panel: Rich, Newman*, Michel.

o Panel Judgment: Affirmed. (Supreme Court vacated and remanded in 
light of Warner-Jenkinson. Initially on rehearing [this opinion is not 
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on Westlaw], Fed Cir. affirmed-in-part, vacated-in-part, and remanded. 
But then vacated and heard en banc.)

• Issue: Does PHE bar Festo from applying DOE in patent infringement suit?
• Fed Cir held that (1) PHE applies to any amendment for any reason (voluntary 

treated same as others); (2) when there is PHE there is no DOE; (3) if amendment 
not explained then receive no range of equivalents; (4) PHE bars any finding of 
infringement (under DOE).

[Supreme Court: (March 1997): Shoketsu v. Festo, 
• Vacated and remanded.

520 U.S. 1111.]

2001

November: Commonwealth Edison Co. v. U.S., 271 F.3d 1327.
Re: Obligation to pay money vs. a taking.

• Vote: 8-3.
• Opinion by: Judge Dyk.
• Other Opinions: Dissent by Chief Justice Mayer (joined by Newman and Rader).
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: CFC (judge?)
o Panel: None; after argument before the panel, sua sponte order to hear case 

en banc w/o additional briefing.
• Issues: Does the statutory obligation of a utility to pay money constitute the 

taking of that money? Does retroactivity of that act violate the Due Process 
clause?

• Fed Cir held: (1) mere imposition of an obligation to pay money did not give rise 
to a takings claim; (2) assessment did not breach parties' contract; and (3) 
assessment did not violate due process clause.

March: Johnson & Johnston Assoc, v. R.E. Serv. Co., 285 F.3d 1046.
Re: Scope of DOE and disclosed subject matter.

• Vote: 12-1.
• Opinion by: Per Curium.

** • Other Opinions:
o Cleavenger - concurrence (joined by Lourie, Schall, Gajarsa, Dyk). 
o Rader - concurrence (joined by Mayer).
o Dyk - concurrence (joined by Linn).
o Lourie - concurrence.
o Newman - dissent.
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• En Banc Judgment: Reversed. No infringement under DOE.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC ND Cal. (Breyer). Willful infringement under DOE.
o Panel: N/A.

• Issue: Can DOE apply to unclaimed subject matter that is disclosed in 
specification? (which is "dedicated to the public")

• Fed Cir held: "[A] patentee cannot narrowly claim an invention to avoid 
prosecution scrutiny by the PTO, and then, after patent issuance, use the doctrine 
of equivalents to establish infringement because the specification discloses 
equivalents." If patentee just forgot to include something, he is not without 
remedy - has two years to file a reissue application to expand claims to include 
the disclosed but unclaimed subject matter.

April: Forshey v. Principi, 284 F.3d 1335.
Re: CAFC jurisdiction over veterans appeals.

• Vote:
o 10-2.
o Section 1-F: 9 (Michel)-3.

• Opinion by: Dyk.
• Other Opinions: Mayer - dissent (Newman joins).
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: US Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims
o Panel: Mayer*, Newman, Schall (dissent).

o Panel Judgment: Vacated and remanded.
• Facts: Widow brought claim before Board of Veterans' Appeals (BVA) for 

dependency and indemnity compensation (DIC) on ground that veteran's death in 
motorcycle accident was not service connected. Board denied her claim and 
widow appealed. Court of Veterans Affairs affirmed. Widow appealed to CAFC.

• Issue: What is the scope of CAFC jurisdiction in Court of Appeals of Veterans 
Claims? What are the prudential rules that govern the exercise of CAFC 
jurisdiction where it exists?

• CAFC held that: (1) Court had jurisdiction over issues of statutory validity and 
interpretation; (2) "negative evidence" eliminating causes of veteran's fatal 
motorcycle accident other than intoxication could be used to rebut statutory 
presumption of service connection; and (3) prudential considerations did not 
support review of issues not raised below.

September: Jaquay v. Principi, 304 F.3d 1276. 
Re: Equitable tolling of veterans claim.

• Vote: 12-0.
• Opinion by: Linn.
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• Other Opinions: None.
• En Banc Judgment: Reversed and remanded.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: Court of Appeals of Veterans Claims (Steinberg).
o Panel: N/A.

• Issue: Is a veteran entitled to equitable tolling of statutory period for filing notice 
of appeal with Court of Claims of Veterans Appeals instead of BVA?

• Facts: Veteran applied for an increase in his service-connected benefits. Board of 
Veterans Appeals denied application. Court of Appeals for Veterans claims 
dismissed on grounds that notice of appeal was not timely filed or otherwise 
tolled. Veteran appealed.

• Fed Cir held that veteran was entitled to equitable tolling of statutory period for 
filing notice of appeal with Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims because his 
request was misfiled with the VA Regional Office from which his claim 
originated.

• Reasoning: Equitable tolling is generally available in two situations: (1) where the 
claimant has actively pursued his judicial remedies by filing a defective pleading 
during the statutory period; or (2) where the complainant has been induced or 
tricked by his adversary's misconduct into allowing the filing deadline to pass. 
Irwin. Courts are less forgiving of late filings when claimant failed to exercise 
due diligence in preserving his legal rights or where there is a "garden variety 
claim of excusable neglect." This case relies on the first prong.

November: Schism v. United States, 316 F.3d 1259.
Re: Implied-in-fact military contract.

• Vote: 9-^'.
• Opinion by: Michel.
• Other Opinions:

o Mayer - dissent (joined by Newman, Gajarsa, Plager). 
o Plager - dissent.

• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC ND Florida (Chief Judge Vinson). Summary judgment to Ds. 
o Panel: Mayer*, Newman, Plager.

o Panel Judgment: Reversed.
• Facts: Retired military veterans case against US/Sec of Defense alleging breach of 

K from failure to provide free lifetime medical care for themselves and 
dependents, and due process violations.

• Issue: Were military retirees entitled to free lifetime medical care for them and 
dependents in exchange for twenty years of service because of a recruiter's 
promise? (Under the theory of implied-in-fact contract?)

• Fed Cir held that: (1) Congress did not delegate to secretaries of military 
departments authority to contract with recruits for health benefit entitlements; (2) 
free lifetime medical care was merely form of pension, and thus, even if military 
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departments were authorized to extend offer, no vested rights were created; (3) 
retirees had agreed in express, written contract to be bound by military regulations 
and statutes, which provided expressly that retirees and their dependents were not 
entitled to full free lifetime medical care; (4) promises that would have bound 
future Congresses to appropriate funding for lifetime care would have violated 
Appropriations Clause; and (5) Congress did not subsequently ratify or acquiesce 
to recruiters' unauthorized promises.

• Reasoning: Cite long-standing Supreme Court precedent that common law rules 
governing contracts have no place in the area of military pay.

November: Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 234 F.3d 558. 
Re: PHE presumption and DOE.

• Vote:
o 8-4.
o Parts IIIA,B,D: 11-1.
o Part HIE: 9-3.

• Opinion by: Schall.
• Other Opinions:

o Plager - concurrence.
o Lourie - concurrence.
o Michel - part-concur, part-dissent (Rader joined).
o Rader - part-concur, part-dissent (Michel, Linn joined).
o Linn - part-concur, part-dissent (Rader joined).
o Newman - part-concur, part-dissent.

• Procedural Posture:
o DC: USDC Mass (Saris). Amendment -> PHE bars DOE.
o CAFC - Panel: Rich, Newman*, Michel. Affirmed.
o Supreme Court granted cert. Vacate and remand in light of Warner- 

Jenkinson.
o CAFC (on remand) - Panel: Rich, Newman*, Michel. Affirmed-in-part, 

vacated-in-part, remand.
o CAFC (en banc) - Reversed.
o Supreme Court granted cert. Vacate and remand. Opinion by Kennedy, 
o CAFC (en banc) - See September 2003 Festo.

• Issue: When does an amendment to a claim give rise to PHE/bar DOE 
infringement finding?

• Holding: An amendment is a complete bar of DOE (PHE always applies).

December: Cookv. Principi, 318 F.3d 1334.
Re: Government breach of duty to assist veteran establish benefits claim.

• Vote: 10-3.
• Opinion by: Schall.
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• Other Opinions:
o Dyk - concurrence (Linn j oined).
o Gajarsa - dissent (Mayer and Newman joined).

• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: Court of Appeals of Veterans Claims.
o Panel: Mayer, Friedman*, Rader.
o Panel Judgment: Affirmed. Breach is not a basis for clear error finding.

• Facts: Veteran sought review of decision of Board of Veterans Affairs denying 
him benefits before giving the Veteran a medical examination. The US Court of 
Appeals for Veterans claims affirmed. Fed Cir affirmed (but was vacated).

• Issues:
o Does "grave procedural error" vitiate finality of decision by department of 

VA?
o Does government breach of duty to assist veteran in developing his 

benefits claim serve as basis for clear and unmistakable error?
• Fed Cir held: First, to the extent that it created an additional exception to the rule 

of finality applicable to RO decisions, Hayre is overruled. Second, a failure of the 
Secretary to assist a veteran under applicable law and regulations cannot 
constitute clear and unmistakable error.

2003

March: Coast Federal Bank, FSB v. US, 323 F.3d 1035.
Re: FIRREA and breach of government agreement.

• Vote: 12-0.
• Opinion by: Gajarsa.
• Other Opinions: Michel - concurrence (also joined majority).
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: CFC (Hewitt).
o Panel: Mayer, Michel*, Gajarsa (dissent).

o Panel Judgment: Reversed and remanded. No requirement of 
amortization of goodwill; no damages payable by government.

• Facts: P brought suit against US asserting that the passage of FIRREA breached 
provision of agreement dealing with regulatory capital. CFC granted SJ in part 
for P and in part for D (on issue of damages), and leave to take interlocutory 
appeal was granted (on issue of damages).

• Issue: Did the CFC correctly grant partial SJ for government on issue of damages 
by interpreting the Agreement to require amortization of goodwill in accordance 
with GAAP?

• Fed Cir held that the agreement required the institution to amortize goodwill in 
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
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• Reasoning: Plain language of the K unambiguously incorporates GAAP and does 
not support P's interpretation in section 20 of the Agreement. Coast cannot rely 
on extrinsic evidence to interpret the phrases "shall be credited" and "shall 
constitute" to contradict the plain language of the Agreement - if the provisions 
are clear and unambiguous, then they must be given their plain and ordinary 
meaning. Furthermore, these phrases are "fully consistent.. .with the required 
amortization of goodwill."

June: Martinez v. United States, 333 F.3d 1295.
Re: Claim accrual and doctrine of equitable tolling.

• Vote:
o 7-6.
o parts I, II, III, V, VI: 10-3.

• Opinion by: Bryson.
• Other Opinions: Plager - dissent (joined by Mayer, Newman, Gajarsa, Linn, 

Dyk).
• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: CFC (Merow). Accrues on date of discharge; no tolling.
o Panel: N/A.

• Facts: Former Captain of Army requested expungement of misconduct proceeding 
from his military record and related relief. The Army Board for Correction of 
Military Records denied his request. CFC dismissed complaint as time-barred.

• Issue: When does a claim accrue and what is the applicability of the doctrine of 
equitable tolling - (a) when separated from duty and know of charges or (b) when 
formal sworn statement is issued?

• Fed Cir held (1) cause of action accrued on date of his discharge from active duty; 
(2) cause of action under Tucker Act separate from that for alleged improper 
discharged from active duty did not arise when correction board denied former 
captain's requests; (3) former captain was not entitled to equitable tolling of 
limitations period; (4) accrual suspension rule did not apply to make former 
captain's claim timely; and (5) non-monetary claims could not be transferred to 
the DC.

September: Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku, 344 F.3d 1359 (on remand).
Re: DOE and PHE.

• Vote: 11-1-2 (part concur, part dissent).
• Opinion by: Lourie.
• Other Opinions:

o Rader - concurrence.
o Newman - part concur, part dissent (joined by Mayer).

• En Banc Judgment: Remanded.
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• Procedural Posture: See Nov. 2002 Festo.
• Supreme Court vacated and remanded 2000 en banc decision of Fed Cir. Agreed 

that a narrowing amendment implicated PHE, but disagreed that it was a complete 
bar of DOE when PHE applies.

o Supreme Court established a presumption that a narrowing amendment 
made for a reason of patentability surrenders the entire territory between 
the original claim limitation and the amended claim limitation.

o It further explained that a patentee may overcome that presumption by 
showing that "at the time of the amendment one skilled in the art could not 
reasonably be expected to have drafted a claim that would have literally 
encompassed the alleged equivalent."

o Specifically, the Court enumerated the three ways in which the patentee 
may overcome the presumption—i.e., (1) by demonstrating that "the 
equivalent [would] have been unforeseeable at the time of the 
[amendment]," (2) that "the rationale underlying the amendment [bore] no 
more than a tangential relation to the equivalent in question," or (3) that 
"there [was] some other reason suggesting that the patentee could not 
reasonably be expected to have described the insubstantial substitute in 
question."

• Issue: Can Festo rebut the presumption that the filing of narrowing amendments 
on two of its patents surrendered all subject matter between the original claim and 
the amended claim?

• Fed Cir held: (1) factual issues existed as to whether ordinarily skilled artisan at 
time of amendment would have thought aluminum sleeve was objectively 
unforeseeable equivalent of magnetizable sleeve; (2) patent holder could not 
satisfy "tangential" criterion for aluminum sleeve equivalent; (3) patent holder 
could not satisfy "some other reason" criterion for aluminum sleeve equivalent; 
(4) factual issues existed as to whether ordinarily skilled artisan at time of 
amendment would have thought single two-way sealing ring was objectively 
unforeseeable equivalent of two one-way sealing rings located at each end of 
piston; (5) patent holder could not satisfy "tangential" criterion for two one-way 
sealing rings; and (6) patent holder did not establish "some other reason" that 
patentees could not reasonably have been expected to describe single two-way 
sealing ring. Federal Circuit remanded for factual determinations.

2004

June: Honeywell Intern. Inc. v. Hamilton Sundstrand Corp., 370 F.3d 1131. 
Re: PHE presumption rebutted.

• Vote: 11-1.
• Opinion by: Dyk.
• Other Opinions: Newman (dissenting-in-part).
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• En Banc Judgment: Affirmed-in-part, vacated-in-part, remanded. Valid patent. 
Amendments are presumptive surrender of equivalents.

• Procedural Posture:
o DC: USDC Delaware (Sleet). Patents valid. Not literally, but DOE 

infringement.
o Panel: N/A. Sua sponte ordered en banc review after hearing by panel.

• Facts: Hamilton's rewriting of dependent claims into independent claims and 
cancellation of original independent claim creates presumption of prosecution 
history estoppel.

• Issue: Does PHE apply when amendments made to claim and bar DOE finding?
• Fed Cir analysis: (1) PHE presumption applies because original claims rejected 

b/c patentability; (2) therefore, rewriting constitutes a narrowing of claim (to 
secure patentability) -> estoppel; (3) whether patentee can overcome presumption 
of PHE is best handled in DC remand.

Sept: Knorr-Bremse Systeme Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GmbHv. Dana Corp., WL 2049342. 
Re: Affirmative duty to disclose counsel's opinion in patent infringement.

Vote: 11-0.
• Opinion by: Newman. U/t
• Other Opinions: Dyk (part concur, part dissent).
• En Banc Judgment: Vacate and remand.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC ED Va. (Ellis). Infringement and willful infringement. Part 
atty fees.

o Panel: N/A. Sua sponte took this case en banc to reconsider precedent.
o Old rule - affirmative duty to seek advice before any possible 

infringing activity; infringer's silence regarding whether it obtained 
advice would lead to presumption that it did not do so or obtained 
advice that it would infringe.

• Issue: Does an adverse inference that an opinion of counsel was or would have 
been unfavorable flow from an alleged infringer's failure to obtain or produce an 
exculpatory opinion of counsel?

• Held: Adverse inference that legal opinion was or would have been unfavorable 
should not be drawn from patent infringement defendant's invocation of attorney-
client and/or work product privileges or from such defendant's failure to consult 
with counsel, overruling Kloster Speedsteel AB and Fromson. Also, refusal to 
order destruction of data was reasonable. Vacated and remanded.



Federal Circuit - Issue Presented En Banc, Then Reassigned to Panel

1998

March: Nobelpharma AB v. Implant Innovations, Inc., 141 F.3d 1059. 
Re: Antitrust and patents.

• En Banc Judgment: Question of whether patentee is stripped of immunity from 
antitrust laws is a question of law. (Overruled precedent saying Q of fact.)

• Procedural Posture:
o DC: USDC ND Ill. (Duff). Valid patent. Infringement. No JMOL. 
o Panel: Rich, Plager, Lourie*.

o Panel Judgment: Affirmed-in-part, reversed-in-part. Submitted 
"choice of circuit law" issue to en banc court, which vacated decision, 
and reassigned to panel.

• Issue heard en banc: Is conduct whether patentee is stripped of immunity from 
antitrust laws a question of law or a question of fact?

• En banc conclusion: District Court incorrectly merged two distinct lines of 
antitrust cases — PRE and Walker Process. If elements of Walker Process are met 
and "sham requirement" of PRE is not, then can have cause of action just based on 
Walker Process.

• Panel held that: that: (1) patent (re: implant for jaw bone tissue) was invalid for 
failure to disclose best mode of practicing invention; (2) grant of JMOL on 
invalidity issue did not violate due process; (3) whether conduct in procuring or 
enforcing patent is sufficient to strip patentee of its immunity from antitrust laws 
is issue to be decided as question of Federal Circuit law, overruling Cygnus, 
Loctite, and Atari', (4) finding of fraud that exposes patentee to antitrust liability 
requires clear intent to deceive patent examiner and thereby cause Patent and 
Trademark Office (PTO) to grant invalid patent; (5) antitrust liability may be 
based on either fraud or claim that patentee's suit is "sham"; and (6) assignee was 
not immune from antitrust liability.

2001

May: Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc. v. US Dept of Energy, 247 F.3d 1378. 
Re: Proper forum. '

• Panel: Rader*, Plager, Gajarsa (disSentf
• Panel Judgment: Affirmed DC - CFC cannot provide adequate remedy; APA 

waives government's sovereign immunity to be sued in DC. (see summary below)
• En Banc Judgment: DC lacks jurisdiction. CFC could provide adequate relief.
• Procedural Posture:

o DC: USDC SDNY (Whitman Knapp). Denied motion to transfer to CFC.
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• Facts: Nuclear utilities brought action against government, challenging 
constitutionality of assessment provisions of the Energy Policy Act (EPACT), and 
seeking declaratory and injunctive relief.

• Issue (en banc): Whether the APA waives sovereign immunity for an action in a 
district court on the merits of Con Ed's claim because Con Ed seeks declaratory 
and prospective injunctive relief, rather than a refund of EPACT payments.

• CAFC holding (en banc): DC did not have jurisdiction (APA does not waive 
sovereign immunity); CFC did. Remanded.

• Reasoning: An adequate remedy exists in the CFC under §704 to resolve the 
issue; therefore, this court will not allow "such blatant forum shopping." Because 
there is an adequate remedy in the CFC, Con Ed is deprived of duplicative district 
court adjudication.

[First Panel Decision (December 2000): Con. Ed., 234 F.3d 642.]
• Panel: Rader*, Plager, Gajarsa (dissent).
• Affirmed the District Court decision by relying on the Supreme Court's reasoning 

in Bowen, which stated that the CFC cannot supply an "adequate remedy" under § 
704 in a case seeking injunctive relief. "The Claims Court does not have the 
general equitable powers of a district court to grant prospective relief." Bowen 
court. Because § 702 and § 704 exceptions do not apply/foreclose the APA's 
waiver of immunity in this case, the district court correctly determined its 
jurisdicton.

• Dissent (Gajarsa): The majority's decision presents a "tails you win, heads I lose 
situation" that allows a plaintiff challenging the government to seek declaratory 
judgment and injunctive relief if he loses before the CFC; however, if the 
government loses before the CFC, it has no additional remedy. This is not what 
Congress could have intended.
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